Year 1 Home Learning Grid
Creative

Mathematical/logical

Physical

Discussion

Story

Money

PE with Joe

E-Safety

Create your own story map about a dragon being
in a story that it does not belong in.

Create a shop! Pretend to buy and sell items with coins
you have at home. Create different amounts using up to
3 coins. If you don’t have any coins, create your own.

Tune in to Joe Wicks every morning at 9am
and follow along with his daily workouts.

Staying safe online is really important for your
safety and wellbeing. Watch this video with your
grown up and talk to them about it. What is
happening? What is unsafe? How should we behave
online?

Share these with each other on twitter. Can you
re-tell someone else’s story map?
Lydia Monks

Challenge – Can you use your subtraction facts to give
change?

Search ‘The Body Coach’ on YouTube to join
in!

Capacity

Nature walk

Find Lydia Monks on Twitter @lydiamonks and
learn how to draw one of her many characters.

Use different size containers around your house to
measure and compare different capacities.

Use your once a day walk to explore the
things around you. Take some photos of the
different plants or wildlife that you see.

When you’ve created one, don’t forget to share it
on our twitter page too!
Positive quote

Which container will hold the most liquid?
Odd One Out

Choose a quote from a book or film that makes
you feel happy and create a poster.

Which image is the odd one out? Explain how you know
to a grown up!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMUbHuffO8
Ask these thinking questions to different people –
there is no right or wrong answer just great
conversations!
What would happen if fish could walk?

Remember to social distance!
Just Dance!
Search for Just Dance on YouTube and
choose your favourite song. Who has the
best moves?

Would you rather have your nose on the end
of your fingers or your nose on the end of
your toes?

Put these in your windows to make people smile
when they walk past your house.

Weekly Challenge: Log onto ActiveLearn and read the books that you have been set. Complete the quizzes to see what you have learnt from the books.

